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Article 24 

MANDUKYA UPANISAD 

Ekk.MwD;ksifu"kn~ 

1. MANDUKYA UPANISAD (Ekk.MwD;ksifu"kn~) 

 

1.1 (Ekk.MwD;ksifu"kn~) Mandukya Upanisad is Athrav Ved 

Upanisad. 

1.2 This upanisad is a scripture of 12 Mantras. 

1.3 In the upanisad, enlightenment is about unified format of 

(vksme~) Aum, (czã) Braham, and (vkRek) Aatma. 

1.4  Unified format is of 4 Padas (quarters) set up. 

1.5 Chase along this format is of parallel values and features 

of four Padas of (vksme~) Aum, four Padas of (czã) 

Braham and four Padas of (vkRek) Aatma. 

1.6 Organizing timeline is also of four phases, namely 

present, past, present and that transcendence past, present 

and future. 

1.7 One shall be through the text of the Upansiad and to 

reach at quarter wise tabulation of features and values of 



unified format of (vksme~) Aum, (czã) Braham, and 

(vkRek) Aatma as: 

           MANDUKYA UPANISAD 
    Ekk.MwD;ksifu"kn~ 

           (vksme~- Ckzã- vkRek prq"ikr~ rkfydk)       
 

(ikn%)  izFke%  f}rh;%  r`rh;%  PkrqFkZ%  

Pksruk  Tkkxzr  LoIu  lq"kqfIr   rqjh;k   
ek=k  vdkj   mdkj   Ekdkj  vek=     
dky   Hkwr  Hkon~  Hkfo";  f=dkykrhr  
Hkqd~  LFkwyHkqd~  izfofoäHkqd~  vkuUnHkqd~  ’kkUr   
vM-x lIr    lIr    ,dhHkwr%  

izKku?ku  

izi¥pksi’ke%  

eq[k%  ,dksufoa’kfr  ,dksufoa’kfr  psrkseq[k%  v/;{kj  

izK%  cfg%izK%  vUr%izK%  izkK%  loZK%   

Kku  oS’okuj%  rSTklks  vkuUne;  f’koe}Sra  

 

1.8 One shall sit comfortably and to permit the transcending 

mind to continuously remain in prolonged sitting of trans 

and to glimpse and imbibe values of the word 

formulations of the text being availed for expression of 

values and features of parallel Padas of (vksme~) Aum, 

(czã) Braham, and (vkRek) Aatma on a unified format. 

 

2. FORMULATION (vksme~)  

2.1 Formulation (vksme~) is of four folds, of values and 

features of (i) (v), (ii) (m), (iii) (e~) and (iv) (vksme~). 



2.2 One may have a pause here and take note that this four 

folds organization is of quadruple values (i) (1), (ii) (3), 

(iii) (9), (iv) (7+9 = 16). 

2.3 One may further have a pause here and take note that 

quadruple values (1, 3, 9, 16) accepts organization as (30, 

31, 32, 42). 

2.4 One may further have a pause here and take note that 

first three Padas are of summation value 1+3+9 = 13. 

2.5 Fourth Pada is of value 16. 

2.6 It will be blissful to take note that values range (1 to 16) is 

of 29 factors range. 

2.7 Further as that, value 13 is parallel to the transcendence 

set up of 4-space origin transcending out of 3-space 

domain, making transcendence spectrum (4, 5, 4) of 

summation value 4+5+4 = 13. 

2.8 It will be relevant to take note that within 4-space 

domain, 12 edges cube manifests additional 13th edges 

along the format of degree of freedom of motion within 

4-space. 

2.9 It will further be blissful to take note that value 16 is 

parallel to value of dimensional frame of quadruple spatial 

dimensions of 4-space (24). 

2.10 Still further, it will be very blissful to take note that value 

16 is parallel to transcendence of 6-space origin out of 5-

space domain making a transcendence spectrum (5, 6, 5) 

of summation value 5+6+5 = 16. 



2.11 One may further have a pause here and take note that 

value 29 is parallel to transcendental code value 29 of 

formulation (czãk) Brahma. 

2.12 Still further, it will be very blissful to take note that value 

29 is the split value of domain at its 4th phase split: (1, 2, 

5, 12, 29, 70, …). 

2.13 One shall sit comfortably and to permit the transcending 

mind to glimpse and imbibe these values and features 

 

3. FORMULATION (czã) BRAHAM 

3.1 Formulation (czã) Braham is of transcendental code value 

(28). 

3.2  There is parallel formulation (vgksjk=) of transcendental 

code value 28. 

3.3 Sub formulation (jk=) is of transcendental code value 

(11). 

3.4 One may have a pause here and take note that value 11 is 

parallel to 11 geometries range of 5-space and parallel to 

it, there are 11 versions of hyper cube 5. 

3.5 One may have a pause here and take note that 6-space 

plays the role of origin of 5-space. 

3.6 5-space is a solid order space while 6-space is of creative 

order (4-space as dimension of 6-space). 

3.7 It would further be blissful to take note that 4-space plays 

the role of origin of 3-space domain. 



3.8 One may further have a pause here and take note that 

these 11 versions of hyper cube 5, with 3-space in the role 

of dimension of creative origin. 

3.9 It brings us face to face with values, features and format 

of formulation (:nz) Rudra being of 11 manifestation 

range of the format of 11 versions of hyper cube 5. 

3.10 One shall sit comfortably and to permit the transcending 

mind to glimpse and imbibe these features of range of 11 

(:nz) Rudra of values features and formats of range of 11 

versions of hyper cube 5, as representative regular bodies 

of 11 geometries of 5-space. 

3.11 One shall sit comfortably and to permit the transcending 

mind to chase internal organization of formulation (:nz) 

Rudra of transcendental code value 17 accepting 

organization as 17 = 3+14. 

3.12 It will be blissful to take note that formulation (:nz) 

Rudra = (17) is of organization (j~ = 3) + (Ånz = 14). 

3.13 One may have a pause here and take note that 14 = 

2+3+4+5 is parallel to four folds manifestation layers (2, 

3, 4, 5) of hyper cube 4, the representative regular body of 

4-space, here in the role of origin of 3-space, the 

dimensional order of 5-space. 

3.14 One shall sit comfortably and to permit the transcending 

mind to glimpse TCV (czã) Braham = TCV (vgksjk=) = 

17+11,with value 11 parallel to 11 (:nz) Rudras, and value 

17 = TCV (:nz) Rudra. 

 



4. FORMULATION (vkRek) AATMA    

4.1 Formulation (vkRek) Aatma is of transcendental code 

value (17) = TCV (:nz) (Rudra) = TCV (vgks). 

4.2 One may have a pause here and take note that value 17 

accepts organization 17 = 9+8. 

4.3 One may have a pause here and take note that 9 points 

range has 8 gaps. 

4.4 9 points range + 8 gaps together make a set up of 9+8 = 

17 structural components.  

4.5 One may further have a pause here and take note that 

values pair (9, 8) accepts organization (32, 23), a format of 

a vertical reflection pairs of artifices, as pair of digits (2, 3) 

swap their base and index placements. 

4.6 One may further have a pause here and take note that the 

organization (32, 23) is parallel to two folds transcendence 

phenomenon, firstly of upward transcendence of solid 

order of transcendental origin transcending upward and 

getting superimposed upon the spatial order of creative 

domain (4-space domain). 

4.7 The other way transcendence is downward transcendence 

of a spatial order of creative domain getting superimposed 

upon solid order of transcendental origin. 

4.8 One shall sit comfortably and to permit the transcending 

mind to continuously remain in and to glimpse and 

imbibe these values, features and formats. 

 

 



5. FOUR PADAS OF (vkRek) AATMA 

5.1 (Ekk.MwD;ksifu"kn~) Mandukya Upanisad preserves the 

enlightenment as that quadruple quarters of (vkRek) aatma 

are parallel to values, features and formats of quadruple 

consciousness state: (i) (tkxzr), (ii) (LoIu), (iii) (lq"kqfIr), 

(iv) (rqjh;k).   

 

6. FORMULATION (tkxzr voLFkk)  

6.1 Formulation (tkxzr voLFkk) is simple rendering: ‘waking 

state of consciousness’. 

6.2 Formulation (tkxzr) is transcendental code value 16. 

6.3 Formulation (voLFkk) is of transcendental code value 19, 

and parallel to it the formulation (LFkku) is also of 

transcendental code value 19. 

6.4 One may have a pause here and take note that 

formulation (tkxzr voLFkk) is of transcendental code 

value 16+19 = 35. 

6.5 Values pair (16, 19) is end pair of values of quadruple 

manifestation layer (16, 17, 18, 19) of hyper cube 18. 

6.6 It will be blissful to take note that value 35 is of 

organization (35 = 5x7), which is parallel to value of 

dimensional frame of 7 transcendental dimensions of 7-

space. 

6.7 Further as that, 5-space plays the role of dimension of 7-

space. 

6.8 Hyper cube 5 is representative regular body of 5-space. 



6.9 Hyper cube 5 is a four folds manifestation layers (3, 4, 5, 

6) of summation value 18. 

6.10 It will further be blissful to take note that transcendental 

boundary of self referral domain (6-space) is of 12 

Components which with organization 12 = 5+7 leads to 

dimensionalization of outer space as a unity state space 

(7-space).  

6.11 It will be blissful to take note that value 5x5 = 25 is 

parallel to a transition from value 5 as transcendental 

dimension to value 25 = 52 as transcendental dimension. 

6.12 One shall sit comfortably and to glimpse and imbibe these 

values and features. 

 

7. FORMULATION (LoIu voLFkk) SWAPAN AVASHTA  

7.1 Formulation (LoIu voLFkk) is of transcendental code 

value 25+19 = 44 

7.2 One may have a pause here and take note that the during 

(tkxzr voLFkk), the comprehension domain is the outer 

world, while during (LoIu voLFkk) the comprehension 

domain the inner world. 

7.3 The 11 versions of hyper cube 5 being of solid order set 

ups with solid dimensions being of creative origin (4-

space as origin of 3-space). 

7.4 This will make out a set up of value 11x4 = 44. 

7.5 One shall sit comfortably and to permit the transcending 

mind to glimpse and imbibe these values and features. 



7.6 Further, one may have a pause here and to permit the 

transcending mind to glimpse and imbibe values and 

features of pair of values (7, 19) which permit 

organization (2x3+1, 2x32+1). 

 

8. FORMULATION (LkqLIkr voLFkk) SUSHAPT AVASHTA   

8.1 Formulation (LkqLIkr voLFkk) Sushapt Avashta is of 

transcendental code value (24+19 = 43). 

8.2 One may have a pause here and take note that (LoIu 

voLFkk) Swapan Avashta (44), has simple rendering: 

(dream sleep state) and formulation (LkqLIkr voLFkk) 

Sushapt Avashta (43), has simple rendering: (deep sleep 

state). 

8.3 Further, 44 points range has 43 gaps. 

8.4 One shall sit comfortably and to permit the transcending 

mind to continuously remain in prolonged sitting of trans 

and to glimpse and imbibe these values and features and 

interrelationship of (LoIu voLFkk) Swapan Avashta and 

(LkqLIkr voLFkk) Sushapt Avashta. 

 

9. FORMULATION (rqjh;k voLFkk) TURIYA AVASHTA 

9.1 Formulation (rqjh;k voLFkk) Turiay Avashta is of TCV 

value (16+19) = 35, parallel to transcendental code value 

16+19 = 35 of formulation (tkxzr voLFkk). 

9.2 One may have a pause here and take note that pair of 

values (16, 19) as end pair of values of quadruple values 



(16, 17, 18, 19) is parallel to four folds manifestation layer 

(16, 17, 18, 19) of hyper cube 18. 

9.3 Further, quadruple values (16, 17, 18, 19) is of 

organization format of inner fold values pair (17, 18) of 

summation value 17+18 = 35, and of outer fold pair (16, 

19) of summation value 16+19 = 35. 

9.4 One may further have a pause here and take note that 

value 18 = 3+4+5+6, is parallel to four folds 

manifestation layers (3, 4, 5, 6) of hyper cube 5, and re-

manifestation as hyper cube 18 of four folds 

manifestation layers (16, 17, 18, 19) is of summation value 

16+17+18+19 = 70, which is parallel to domain split 

spectrum at 5th split phase (1, 2, 5, 12, 29, 70, 169, …). 

9.5 It will be blissful to take note that transcendental lord 

Shiv (f’ko) is the over lord of transcendental domain, 

manifesting as domain fold of hyper cube 5, the 

representative regular body of 5-space in 4-space 

manifesting along the format of idol of lord Brahma, over 

lord of real 4-space. 

9.6 One may further have a pause here and take note that 4-

space is a spatial order space and the dimensional frame 

of 4-space is a set up of quadruple spatial dimensions set 

up of value 24 = 16. 

9.7 Further as that, value 17 transcends value 16. 

9.8 Value 17 is parallel to transcendental code value 17 of 

formulation (vkRek) Aatma. 



9.9 Still further, value 17 is parallel to transcendental code 

value 17 of formulation (:nz) Rudra, incarnation of lord 

Shiv. 

9.10 It would further be very blissful to take note that value 17 

is parallel to 17 gaps of 18 points range. 

9.11 It would further be very blissful to take note that 

formulation (uo) Nav is of transcendental code value 17 

while simple rendering of formulation (uo) Nav is value 9 

and 9 points range is of 8 gaps and it make a set up of 

9+8 = 17 structural Components. 

9.12 One shall sit comfortably and to permit the transcending 

mind to glimpse and imbibe these values and features. 

9.13 It would further be blissful to take note that value pair (9, 

8) is of organization (32, 23) which is of format of vertical 

reflection pairing as index and base values digits swap 

their places. 

9.14 It would be blissful to take note that the difference value 

of TCV (tkxzr voLFkk) and TCV (LoIu voLFkk) Swapan 

Avashta is 44-35 = 9, while difference value of TCV 

(LkqLIkr voLFkk) Sushapt Avashta and TCV (rqjh;k 

voLFkk) Turiay Avashta is 43-35 = 8. 

9.15 One shall sit comfortably and to permit the transcending 

mind to continuously remain in prolonged sitting of trans 

and to glimpse and imbibe these values and features. 

 

 

 



10. BLISSFUL EXERCISE 

10.1 It will be a blissful exercise to reach at TCV values of 

words formulations availed by the text of 

(Ekk.MwD;ksifu"kn~). 

10.2 Further, one shall reach at parallel geometric format of 

respective transcendental code values of word 

formulations. 

10.3 One shall chase values and features of these words 

formulations along the format of Sathapatya measuring 

rod, being a set up of hyper cubes 1 to 6, of potentiality to 

swap 6-space domain. 

10.4 Further, in the light of values, features and formats of 

words formulations of the text of the Upansiads, one shall 

sequentially reach at the enlightenment of the Upansiad 

about the existence phenomenon within human frame 

along the consciousness format of waking state, dream 

state and deep sleep state, and state that transcends these 

three folds state. 

10.5 One shall sit comfortably and to permit the transcending 

to continuously remain in prolonged state of trans and to 

glimpse and imbibe the organization format which 

transcends linear ordering format of timeline as past, 

present and future and to reach at the spatial order format 

of line, transiting and transforming as circumference of a 

surface. 

10.6 Further, one shall reach at four folds manifestation 

format of spatial order 4-space. 



10.7 It will further be very blissful exercise to reach at values, 

features and formats of hyper cube 4, the representative 

regular body of 4-space, running parallel to features, 

values and formats of idol of lord Brahma, a four head 

lord, equipped with a pair of eyes in each head and lord 

Brahma sit gracefully on a lotus seat of eight petals and 

mediates within cavity of his own heart upon 

transcendental lord Shiv and with the grace of 

transcendental lord Shiv, lord Brahma multiplies as ten 

brahmas. 

10.8 It would further be very blissful to chase manifestation of 

transcendental contents of 5-space within 4-space as 

transcendental domain of hyper cube 5 as a four folds 

manifestation layer (3, 4, 5, 6) of summation value 

3+4+5+6 = 18, which re-manifests as hyper cube 18 as a 

four folds manifestation layer (16, 17, 18, 19) of 

summation value 16+17+18+19 = 70 of organization 

features 70 = 35+35 and there by there manifests a two 

folds set up, of inner fold of value 17+18 = 35 and out 

fold of value 16+19 = 35. 

10.9 Still further, one shall chase the domain split 

phenomenon which at its first phase of split is of 

spectrum value (2), at second split it is of spectrum value 

(5), and at third split is of value (12), at fourth split is of 

value (29) and at fifth split is of value (70). 

10.10 Sadhakas fulfilled with intensity of urge to fully glimpse 

and to completely imbibe the values and virtues of 



(Ekk.MwD;ksifu"kn~) shall sequentially reach at values and 

features of mantra 1 to mantra 12 of (Ekk.MwD;ksifu"kn~). 

10.11 Text of (Ekk.MwD;ksifu"kn~) is being re-produced here under 

for convenient and ready reference. 

ORINGINAL TEXT IN SANSKRIT 
 

1. vksfeR;srn{kjfen~ loZa rL;ksiO;k[;kua Hkwra Hkoöfo";fnfr 

loZeksM-dkj ,oA ;PpkU;r~ f=dkykrhra rnI;ksM-dkj 

,oAA1AA 

2. loZ~ ásrn~ czãk;ekRek czã lks∙;ekRek prq"ikr~AA2AA 

3. tkxfjrLFkkuks cfg"izK% lIrkM-x ,dksufoa’kfreq[k% 

LFkwyHkqXoS’okuj% izFke% ikn%AA3AA 

4. LoIuLFkkuks∙Ur%izK% lIrkM-x ,dksufoa’kfreq[k% 

izfofoäHkqäStlks f}rh;% ikn%AA4AA 

5. ;= lqIrks u d¥pu dkea dke;rs u d¥pu LoIua i';fr 
rRlq"kqIre~A lq"kqIrLFkku ,dhHkwr%  izKku?ku ,okuUne;ks 

ákuUnHkqd~ psrkseq[k% izkKLr`rh;% ikn%AA5AA 

6. ,"k losZ’oj ,"k loZK  ,"kks∙Ur;kZE;s"k ;ksfu% loZL; 

izHkokI;;kS fg HkwrkukeAA6AA 

7. ukUr%izKa u cfg"izKa uksk;r%izKa u izKku?kua u  izKa 

ukizKe~A 

vn`"VeO;ogk;Zexzkáey{k.kefpUR;eO;ins’;esdkReizR;;lkja 

izi¥pksi’kea ’kkUra f’koe}Sra prqFkZ eU;Urs l vkRek l 

foKs;%AA7AA 



8. lks∙;ekRek/;{kjeksM-dkjks∙f/kek=a iknk ek=k ek=k’p iknk 

vdkj mdkjks edkj frAA8AA 

9. tkxfjrLFkkuks oS’okujks∙dkj% izFkek 

ek=k∙∙IrsjkfneÙok}k∙∙Iuksfr g oS lokZUdkekukfn’p Hkofr 

; ,oa osnAA9AA 

10. LoIuLFkkuLrStl mdkjks f}rh;k ek=ksRd"kkZnqHk;Rok}ksRd"kZfr g 
oS Kkularfra leku’p Hkofr ukL;kczãfoRdqys  Hkofr ; ,oa 

osnAA10AA 

11. lq"kqIrLFkku% izkKks edkjLr`rh; ek=k ferjsihrokZ feuksfr g 
ok bna loZeihfr’p Hkofr ; ,oa osnAA11A 

12. vek=’prqFkksZ∙O;ogk;Z% izi¥pksi’ke% f’koks∙}Sr ,oeksM-dkj 

vkReSo lafo’kR;kRek∙∙Rekua ; ,oa osn ; ,oa osnAA12AA 

■ 

 


